Markerless lung tumor tracking and trajectory reconstruction using rotational cone-beam projections: a feasibility study.
Algorithms for direct tumor tracking in rotational cone-beam projections and for reconstruction of phase-binned 3D tumor trajectories were developed. The feasibility of the algorithm was demonstrated on a digital phantom, a physical phantom and two patients. Tracking results were obtained by comparing reference templates generated from 4DCT to rotational cone-beam projections. The 95th percentile absolute errors (e(95)) in phantom tracking results did not exceed 1.7 mm in either imager dimension, while e(95) in the patients was 3.3 mm or less. Accurate phase-binned trajectories were reconstructed in each case, with 3D maximum errors of no more than 1.0 mm in the phantoms and 2.0 mm in the patients. This work shows the feasibility of a direct tumor tracking technique for rotational images, and demonstrates that an accurate 3D tumor trajectory can be reconstructed from relatively less accurate tracking results. The ability to reconstruct the tumor's average trajectory from a 3D cone-beam CT scan on the day of treatment could allow for better patient setup and quality assurance, while direct tumor tracking in rotational projections could be clinically useful for rotational therapy such as volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT).